
Itachi was fairly easily convinced to take his little brother and his little brother’s friends 

to the gym.  The boys loaded up into Itachi’s black jeep.  Sasuke sat proudly in the front 

passenger seat and his two friends in the back.  They were all in the jeep of the town’s former 

high school sports phenom.  A certain air of pride filled all of the passengers in the car.  A 

certain air of angst and anxiousness filled the driver behind his large black Ray Ban’s.  They 

drove out of the neighborhood with the windows up.  Itachi leaned back in the seat as he drove 

trying his best to keep the drive there simple.  When they left the neighborhood, Sasuke reached 

for the radio.  Before his hands could touch the console, Itachi grabbed them softly stopping him 

from turning it on.  Sasuke looked up at him confused.  “Sorry Sasuke, I have a little bit of a 

headache right now.  I don’t really want to listen to anything loud right now.” said Itachi.  Then 

he flicked Sasuke on the forehead with two fingers.  “Next time. Sasuke” he said.  Sasuke rubbed 

the spot where Itachi had flicked him.  He frowned and leaned over on the door looking out of 

the window.  Sasuke’s friends chuckled in the backseat.   

Sasuke obviously had no clue, but driving had become a troublesome matter for his older 

brother.  The older brother that he idolized as the epitome of coolness, ability and intelligence 

also happened to now be terrified of driving.  Driving could sometimes overstimulate his senses 

causing manic episodes of the red eyes and synesthetic symptoms.  The overstimulation made 

everything seem to slow down to a snail’s pace and he was forced to take in what felt like every 

sensation that every single moment could offer.  He heard every sound distinctly, saw everything 

in minute detail and full brevity all at once.  He smelled every minute trace of odor from the 

metallic scent of door handles to the causes behind the numerous stains on the carpet of his 

jeep.  And he could feel.  He could feel heartbeats in the people around him.  Like an empath, he 

would suddenly be drowned in the emotions of those nearby him.  And that wasn’t even the 



half.  Five senses are usually thought of but Itachi knew there were more.  He felt himself.  He 

felt the contracting of muscles and their pull on bone within his own body.  His memories 

fluttered out like butterflies carrying holograms of past instances that he could step into and 

relive, all in a sort of warped timelessness.  Sensory overload in such a way that it was not even 

confined to the present.  Those eyes were painful.  And a simple drive to the gym could set them 

off.  

 

However, they arrived at the gym with no incident. They all got out of the car.  They 

walked into the large brick building through a set of old revolving doors carelessly painted in 

black trim.  The kids all stuck so close to Itachi that they all entered together in one slot.  When 

they got in, Itachi and Sasuke scanned their cards at the reception desk.  Itachi had to pay five 

dollars each for the other two and sign them in as guests.  They walked into the gym as a 

group.  The kids still maintaining close proximity to Itachi.  So much so that he was extra aware 

of each individual step he took trying not to run into any of them.  A game was already going on 

one court.  The floor squeaked with the sound of basketball shoes moving across the glossy 

wooden floor.  The regular Saturday crowd watched on from in the stands.  The players yelled 

and shouted.  A basket was made and in the momentary calm of a change in ball possession, 

everyone turned around to notice that it was Itachi who had walked into the gym.  “Yo, 

Itachi.  You trying to get in on this next game.” said a shirtless high school boy in red and white, 

long baggy shorts.  He was thick.  Muscular and shiny from sweat.  Itachi waved him off and 

replied “No.  I just brought my little brother and his friends to shoot around.”  The boy seemed 

not to like that response.  He said “This game is about to be over in a second.  Just jump in for 

one game.”  Another boy, long and skinny in a white t-shirt so drenched in sweat that it was now 



transparent said “Yeah Itachi.  Just take my spot.  I’ve already played like five games.  I’m hella 

tired.”  A number of random boys and men shooting around on the other open courts waiting 

their turn to play looked on indignant.  Itachi turned his offer down as well and he and the boys 

went over to an empty basket on one of the other two courts in the large gym.  Itachi 

immediately went and took a seat on the bleachers off to the side near the empty open goal.  The 

three boys went and grabbed a ball from the rack and started to play. 

As the boys played, Itachi sat watching.  Normally, he would be thumbing about on his 

phone but he knew it would disappoint Sasuke if he didn’t watch.  He watched the boys 

play.  All of them were pretty good for their age.  They played all of the time in his driveway and 

from time to time he let them play in games with him and his friends.  Or at least he let the kids 

play with them when he had friends and when he had been playing regularly.  He hadn’t watched 

them play in months and he could see that they had been improving.  And Sasuke had improved 

the most.   

Sasuke was noticeably shorter than the other boys.  He came up no higher than either of 

their ears.  But he was by far the most athletic.  And this concerned Itachi.  It kept him up at 

night.  Sasuke was so similar to him.   

Swoosh.  Swoosh.  Swoosh.  Swoosh.  Swoosh.  Swoosh.  Sasuke was standing at the 

three point line nailing every shot he took.  Each shot falling centrally in the hoop not even 

nearing the bright orange rim.  Sasuke stepped back and Swoosh.  Another shot fell 

perfectly.  Another step back and another perfect shot.  And again.  And again until he was at the 

half court line heaving with all the might of his little twelve year old body to once again make a 

perfect shot.  One more step back and not strong enough to shoot the ball with the proper motion 



he launched the ball with one hand.  The ball fell squarely in the hoop.  Sasuke’s friends jumped 

around whooping and hollering.  “This is crazy!  This is crazy!  No.  You’re just lucky.  Try that 

again!”  He went all the way back to the three point line and started again continuing to make 

shot after shot.  The other guys around started to notice this little boy making all of these shots 

with ease and found themselves stunned.  They were amazed.  Itachi sat there watching with a 

soft smile that he strained to keep painted on his face.  He wanted to scowl in utter 

anguish.  Sasuke was too much like himself.  In fact he might even be worse.  The glowing red 

eyes and the manic synesthetic episodes didn’t start to manifest in him until he was a sophomore 

in high school.  Yes, he always was able to do incredible feats even from a young age, but not 

with the level of consistency that Sasuke was exhibiting lately.  Not like this.  He rested his chin 

in his hands and pondered what this could mean. 

“Itachi.  Damn!  Your little brother is killing it.  Little man is a baller.” said the shirtless 

boy in the red shorts from earlier named Terrance. “Hey. Come play with us little man.”  Sasuke 

immediately agreed. “Come on this side.  You are gonna be on our team.”  Sasuke hurriedly 

started taking off his t-shirt.  “Wow, little man.  You can keep your shirt on.  Everybody can tell 

whose team you’re on.”  The boy then yelled over to Itachi.  “Yo.  Come play too bruh…  Shit, if 

me and you and your little brother are on the same team then we can straight run the court.  The 

other little kids can play too.”  Itachi declined this game but implied that he might play the next 

although he actually had no plans to do so.  This left Sasuke’s two friends out of the game.  

The game began with four shirtless high school boys, all from Itachi’s basketball team 

and his little brother.  They played against two men who looked to be in their late to mid twenties 

and three other boys from the basketball team all still wearing their tops.  A regular gym game of 

shirts and skins.  The shirted team started off with the ball.  Right away the ball was passed to the 



boy being guarded by Sasuke.  He was the shortest on their team and by any appearance seemed 

to be the runt of the team.  All that notwithstanding, he was still good enough to make the squad 

of a very good high school basketball team.  He walked the ball down the court.  Sasuke took a 

defensive stance.  He was taking the game seriously but he didn’t seem nervous about the 

prospect of guarding this older boy.  The boy dribbled the ball calmly, looking over 

Sasuke.  Suddenly he rushed forward in a feignt to the left and then stopped on a dime.  Sasuke 

slid quickly with him to the left without over pursuing and being fooled by the false 

maneuver.  The boy was intrigued.  He looked up at the other players on the court who had 

moved to the corners to leave him isolated at the top of the key with Sasuke.  They grinned as 

they looked on.  Terrance smiled.  “Get him Lil Tachi!” he yelled from the right corner of the 

court.  Now the boy with the ball bent down taking a more serious stance for dribbling.  He went 

hard right for two quick choppy steps and then through his legs back to the left.  Sasuke took 

every step with him.  He anticipated his movement back to the left and punched the ball away 

from the boy as he cut back.  The other boys and men on the court jumped up and began to cheer 

for Sasuke.  The boy from whom he had stolen the ball fell to the floor.  He rolled over in 

embarrassment.  The boy pulled his shirt over his face and rolled around on the court smearing 

sweat about.  Sasuke ran down the court with the ball but instead of going in for an easy lay-up, 

he stopped at the three point line and shot a perfect ball into the hoop.  The men ran down the 

court after him laughing and cheering.  The boy in the red shorts, Terrance, picked him up in the 

air and shouted “Lil Tachi is a freaking baller...  He killin em out here.”  Sasuke looked over 

from the side of the court to see Itachi and his friends.  His friends jumped up and down at his 

performance.  Itachi stood their smiling and clapping.  Sasuke’s eyes dropped in 



disappointment.  Itachi flenched.  And then he knew.  He smiled more convincingly and Sasuke 

turned away.  He went back on defense and the game restarted more in earnest. 


